
Mobile Floor Shield

COVID-19 RECOVERY PRODUCTS AND SOLUTIONS

The Mobile Floor Standing Shield is ideal for 

locations that need flexibility by placing shields in 

free-standing locations that do not have counters 

or tables to mount extra protective shield barriers. 

Protect your employees as they take tickets, hand 

out products and complete transactions, etc.

- Durable 304 Stainless Construction on the bottom

- Customizable top

- Includes locking casters

- Great area for custom signage

- Available in custom sizes

Part Number: A100023-001

The Hand Wipe stand is easy to use and place in locations where added sanitizing protection is 

needed. These universal stands are easy to place for patrons to use to wipe down serving trays, 

booster seats, etc.

 

- Universal floor stand that accommodates most brands of hands-free sanitizer dispenser wipes

- Made from durable 304 Stainless Steel, making it easy to wipe down and sanitize

- Holds one hand wipe sanitizer canister dispenser(dispenser sold separately)

Hand Wipe Dispenser
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Part Number: A100022-001



Hand Sanitizer Dispenser, Counter Stand

COVID-19 RECOVERY PRODUCTS AND SOLUTIONS

This counter stand is ideal for all high-traffic locations with limited space.

 

- Universal counter stand that accommodates most brands of hands-free sanitizer dispenser 

holders (shown without dispenser)

- Made from durable 304 Stainless Steel, making it easy to wipe down and sanitize

- Copper plated antimicrobial drip tray that prevents most bacterial growth

- Holds one hand sanitizer dispenser with durable, double-sided adhesive tape (dispenser 

sold separately)

Part Number: A100021-001

Part Number: A100020-001

This stand is ideal for all high-traffic locations.  These universal stands are easy to place at all 

entrances and exits throughout the facility.

  

- Universal floor stand that accommodates most brands of hands-free sanitizer dispenser holders 

(shown without dispenser)

- Made from durable 304 Stainless Steel, making it easy to wipe down and sanitize

- Copper plated antimicrobial drip tray that prevents most bacterial growth

- Holds one hand sanitizer dispenser with durable, double-sided adhesive tape (dispenser sold 

separately)

Hand Sanitizer Dispenser, Floor Stand
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